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TAKING THE STRAIN
A safe way to lift

Sean Butler trials four
varying types of slab lifting
devices, analysing their
pros and cons before
giving his verdict.
There are a plethora of slab lifting devices on the
market, from heavy duty to lightweight. So which
do you choose?
Here’s what to consider:
• Paving type, porous or non-porous
• Paving weight
• Paving depth, width and length
• Is the paving butted or laid with joints?
• Is the paving laid wet or dry?
Having considered the type of paving
and the application, we can narrow
down the type of slab lifter that will be suitable.

The Langlift
In our trials, we found this simple slab lifter by
Langlift easy to use for porcelain and natural
stone paving. The extra long handle, which
can be rotated by 90o, protects your back
and hips from excessive and one-sided
stress. The Langlift plate lifter is made from
galvanised metal and has a high load bearing
capacity, up to a maximum of 60kg.
Pros
• We found this suitable for both
porcelain and natural stone
• Its lifting capacity of 60kg covers
a wide range of paving uses
• Very affordable at £54
Cons
• Leaves a wider joint
than we desire when
laying porcelain

Probst VH Vacuum Handy Lifter
This is a cheap solution to install non-porous slabs using vacuum.
We found this suitable for lightweight slabs and short a transportation
distance. It’s accurate and quick for small paving installation that are
butted together. Only suitable for slab laying on a dry method.
Pros
• Ergonomically good working
position for installation.
• Already laid slabs can be
picked up again.
• Robust seal ring, can be
exchanged within seconds
without gluing.

Cons
• Limited to very small
slabs only:
- Suction Plate dimension 280mm
- Carrying Capacity 25kg
- Dead Weight 5kg
• Retails at £260

The VPH150
This is a lightweight piece of kit. The working area is
limited, unless you’re using a 360 digger to mount the
lifter. The range when using a wet slab laying method is
increased to your mechanical 360 diggers arm range.
The VPH150 is a 12v battery operated vacuum device,
lifting up to 150kg by two persons or with a machine
with the aid of its lifting eye, with interchangeable plates
for different size products such as a kerb plate.
Pros
• Has interchangeable
trolley mount
• Heavy duty lifting capacity

Probst stone magnet
We first used this beast of a slab lifter
when building our People’s Choice
Award winning garden at Chelsea. With
a slab lifting capacity of up to 200kg it
was ideal as each of our Portland
Stone slabs weighed in at 98kg.

Cons
• Can sometimes take a while to create
suction, depending on slab face type
• Costly at just under £2,000

Cons
Pros
• Good suction capacity • Dropped slab twice during
use – be careful
• Quick release
• Not cheap at £4,000
Our overall verdict for an everyday affordable slab lifting
piece of kit would be the Langlift. This will handle most
of your requirements. A handy tip for two-person use, is
to just put a bar through the handle so you can lower
your paving into position without damaging your back.
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